Mod(n-m,3) Dependence of Defect-State Emission Bands in Aryl-Functionalized Carbon Nanotubes.
Molecularly functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are potentially useful for fiber optical applications due to their room temperature single-photon emission capacity at telecommunication wavelengths. Several distinct defect geometries are generated upon covalent functionalization. While it has been shown that the defect geometry controls electron localization around the defect site, thereby changing the electronic structure and generating new optically bright red-shifted emission bands, the reasons for such localization remain unexplained. Our joint experimental and computational studies of functionalized SWCNTs with various chiralities show that the value of mod(n-m,3) in an (n,m) chiral nanotube plays a key role in the relative ordering of defect-dependent emission energies. This dependence is linked to the complex nodal characteristics of electronic wave function extending along specific bonds in the tube, which justifies the defect-geometry dependent exciton localization. This insight helps to uncover the essential structural motifs allowing tuning the redshifts of emission energies in functionalized SWCNTs.